
Costa dos Castros: where the Mediterranean and the 
Atlantic meet

Costa dos Castros in Oia is an ideal location to comprehend the 
relationship between Atlantic and Mediterranean cultures since 
Prehistory.

The Auga dos Cebros rock art panel, which depicts a Mediterranean 
boat, is the earliest evidence of these maritime connections.
Amphorae for storing wine that have been found in A Cabeciña 
hillfort show that these international relationships were strengthened 
during the Iron Age. 

During the Medieval Period, the monks at Oia Monastery cultivated 
grapes to produce wine – a legacy which today is continued and 
enriched by the modern winery Terras Gauda.
 

A Cabeciña: A view of 4,000 years of History

From this natural viewpoint overlooking the Atlantic you will visit two 
historical periods from Bronze Age rock art to an Iron Age hillfort. 

During this guided tour you will explore the moment in history 
when people began to settle in the landscape building the first stone 
settlements: the ‘castros’ (hillforts). 

This is also when the commercial relationships between the Atlantic 
and the Mediterranean settle. 

A fascinating journey through time, 
the sea and scenery. 
 

A Cabeciña: Rock art night tour

During this tour we will use our torches to light up the secrets of 
Cabeciña engravings.

We will play with the resulting light and shadows to ponder about 
the meaning of the rock art. 

We will gather around the engraved rocks to share ideas under the 
stars and with the soothing sound of the sea in the background. 

Oia Monastery

The monastery’s spectacular location on the edge of the sea is 
related to the exploitation of maritime resources, the nearby river 
and cultivation lands and also the access to O Rosal Valley, where 
the monks produced their wine. 

This tour will help you understand how the landscape modified the 
life of the monks, who didn’t think twice about using weapons to 
defend this stretch of coast.

The monastery also modified the surrounding landscape, as the 
monks built fish farms, cultivated grapes and even created the 
Arrabal quarter in Oia. We will walk through this historical quarter 
and learn the secret stories of its houses. 

You can also book this tour outside the scheduled visits.  You can also book this tour outside the scheduled visits. 

Tour schedule 
15th July – 15th September

Friday and Saturday at 
10:30pm 

Tour schedule  
15th July – 15th September 
Saturday and Sunday at 12pm

Meeting point: Cabeciña hillfort (GPS coordinates: 42.059857, -8.884667) Meeting point: Cabeciña hillfort (GPS coordinates: 42.059857, -8.884667)

Tour schedule 
15th July – 15th September

Tuesday to Friday at 12pm 
Saturday, Sunday and holidays at 6pm

Meeting point: Parking area in front 
of Oia Monastery (GPS coordinates: 

42.002660, -8.876401)

This tour is free of charge. You can also book this tour outside the scheduled visits. 

This tour is free of charge. 

This tour is free of charge. 
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Booking required



A destination with archeology, landscapes, food, adventure and wine.

History transformed into Wine

The ancient connections between the Atlantic and the 
Mediterranean brought the first wines to Costa dos Castros. 

The Terras Gauda winery has inherited and enhanced this legacy to 
make exceptional wines that are exported and renown worldwide. 

Terras Gauda opens its doors for you to visit an innovating winery 
that is linked to a tradition kindled by the monks at Oia Monastery. 

At Costa dos Castros we offer additional guided 
tours for small groups (booking required): 

Cano dos Mouros hillfort
The legends linked to this site allow us to explore the magical 

worlds traditionally associated with hillforts in Galicia. 

Chavella
A mysterious site with monumental defensive walls but 

which lacks evidence of occupation. Its location on top of the 
mountain offers panoramic views of the sea and scenery. 

Auga dos Cebros
This rock art panel is one-of-a-kind in Europe. It depicts an 
engraving of a Mediterranean boat which was made in the 

2nd millennium BC, in an Atlantic context. 

These three tours are free for clients of the businesses that support 
Costa dos Castros (see list on our website).

Contact details for information and bookings: 
666 435 832 

Guided tours summer 2016

Tour schedule  
July, August and September

Monday to Friday at 6pm
Saturday at 7pm
Sunday and holidays at 12:30pm. 

Bookings: enoturismo@terrasgauda.com / 986621001
You may arrange a group visit (minimum 10 people) outside this schedule. 

Price: 5€ (includes tasting of two 
wine varieties and transport in 
minibus to visit the vineyards)

www.costadoscastros.com/en_GB

costadoscastros@gmail.com

*Please note the main languages of the tours are Galician and Spanish. 
We can offer tours in English upon request.
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